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Professional School and Departmental Libraries
By Walter Hausdorfer, Librarian
School of Business Library, CoIumbia University

W

HEN the University and College Group

was formed a few years ago, some of the
members felt a need for more detailed and accurate information than existed at the time on
special libraries within universities. Outside the
A.L.A. "Survey," which was then ten years
old, there was little in print that was not
merely a description of some special collection,
or a discussion in which a few facts were concealed by the fog of controversy.1
The lack of information is not due to the
recent origin of libraries for professional use,
because some of the earliest libraries in America, namely, those established by the "Bray
Foundation," 1697, were for the use of ministers. By 1800 there were at least four professional school libraries in universities, but the
greatest impetus to their development was
given by the increasing professionalization of
various occupations during the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Departmental libraries
experienced a sudden, forced growth in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century, with the introduction of seminar or reserved book collections, and an equally violent reaction since.
Concern over their increase was apparent even
in the last decade of that century. I n the confusion of argument, meanwhile, their usefulness was overlooked.
At the outset i t may be well to differentiate
the professional college or school library from
the departmental library: the former is generally recognized as covering a much wider field,
as having a larger and more varied group of
1 Mentlon ahould bc made, howerer. of a s w c y limited to
school d buslness llbrarlcs by the Llpplncott Library, Unlnralty of Pennaylvnnia: Questlonnnlre aubmltted to 11brarics of schoola of businem.
Report, May 10, 1933.
Philadelphh, 1933. 16 I., d m .

..

materials, and as ~rovidinginformation with a
view to its value later in the practice of a profession. The latter is a " collection of books pertaining t o the work of a single academic department," ' such as chemistry, history, or mathematics, physically separate but inherently a
part of the general collection covering the
broader phases of science and the humanities.
The latter may exist in an arts college, but the
former usually is present only in a university,
or in an independent school devoted to training
for a profession. There is still a third type, often
not under control of the university library a t
all, though intended for graduate or faculty
use: the research library. Examples are the
Scripps Foundation for Research in Population
Problems, Miami University, and numerous
industrial relations, and governmental research
libraries throughout the country. These are of
even more recent origin than the departmental
library, but they have a strong resemblance to
the old seminar libraries, at least, in being a
laboratory for particular departments of
instruction.
What is the place of each of these types in
the educational work of the library? Whatever
may be said against the departmental library
as a factor in scattering the collections of the
main library, its function in maintaining a Iive
collection of materials in a special field, in
serving intimately a group of faculty and students that might otherwise have only the impersonal and often hurried service of the general loan desk or the too limited service of a
reference department, and in affording ready
access t o materials for both research and study,
has been important. The future of this type of
9 Wllllam M. Randall and Fraud8 L. D. Goodrlch, "Rhclplca of c d l e w library admlnlmtrat~on."C h l ~ oAmcriern
,
Library Amxiation. 1936. P. 199.
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library depends on its ability to justify its
existence by performing better than the loan
and reference departments of the general library the functions mentioned above, and by
preserving a liberal policy of interchange with
the general library and with other departmental libraries - in short, by complete
ccdperation. Some of the suggested substitutes
for departmental organization are staff specialization,' segregated collections housed in the
central building but consisting of merely a
group of books on indefinite loan from the main
mllection, and duplicate rental collections.
Whatever adjustments may be made in the
structure of the library, its function in providing service in special fields, and in keeping
collections in these fields active through close
faculty cot)peration, will be preserved.
The professional schwl library performs to
an even greater degree the previously mentioned functions but, more than that, it serves
as a Iaboratory. The very success of training
depends on the immediate availability of accumulated facts and recorded experience that
the student needs in order to develop professional knowledge. Part of this is transmitted in
the classroom or in the laboratory, by the
faculty, but much more, to attain desired confidence and skill, must be acquired through
individual study in the library. All the activities of the library must serve to assist the student in that aim: material must be acquired
for their utility, not for their contribution to a
well-rounded collection, or for their inherent
value as records of civilization; cataloging
must be based on professional use and terminology, not on the academic or standard; loan
and reference service must depend on far more
specialized subject knowledge than is present
or possible in a general library. The school
library differs from the departmental also in
the completeness of its collection: it can in no
sense be a fragment of a larger body of material, such as the departmental of the general
collection, and still be adequate. Because of the
nature of its materials and purpose, the professional school library can never become any
more than affiliated with the general library.
The research library, like the professional, is
limited in its clientele: it may serve a separate

research staff, the faculty of a special department, graduate students, or all three. In some
instances it is supported by a foundation or
special fund. Like the professional also, its
policy in purchasing, cataloging and servicing
is colored by limited and specialized use. Unlike the professional library, its subject field is
usually very restricted. Often its quarters contain desks or tables of research workers. Its
materials, usually for reference use only, are
likely to have a large percentage of original
data, and to be of the ephemeral sort that
creates problems of handling quite different
from those of books.
The above are the principal types of libraries
included in the survey.' Although there are
variations and combinations of these three,
the main features of one or the other are sufficiently prominent in each of the fifty-one
libraries to classify them under these main
heads. Still another grouping is possible: by
subject or field covered, as art, architecture,
music, economics and business, and the like.
Because the purpose of the analysis is to make
comparisons of special libraries in institutions
of higher education, to see if there are common
factors, rather than to show differences between the types mentioned, the subject
grouping is used throughout. Such is the
composition of the libraries surveyed.

I Peyton Hurt, "St& apeaal~zatlon:a d b l c substitute
for departmcntalhtion." (Bullelm of thL Annicarr Ldwory
Asrocialm, July, 1935,vol. 26, p. 417-421.)

For a d i r u d o n and ddnition of types re the American
L~brawAlmdation's "Survey of llbraria in the U. S.."
vol. 1, p. 170 6.

I1

METHOD
The device employed for obtaining firsthand data was the questionnaire. Of the numbered questions, totalling 193, there were
under the divisions given below the following:
Divisions

No. of
Questionr

Management .......................
Personnel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quarters, equipment, etc. ..........
Organization .......................
Discovery and selection of material. ...
Lending .........................
Information, reference, and research
service .........................
Publicity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

50
14
20
53

11
13
28

4

.
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Counting t h e sub-heads under each numbered
question, however, the total would be between
six and seven hundred.' After the preliminary
draft of the questionnaire was submitted for
criticism and revision a t the 1935 Convention,
i t was mimeographed and distributed through
local chairmen of the Group, and to individuals
during the years 1936 and 1937. Selected replies were tabulated in 1936 and 1937, and
these were presented for discussion a t the
Convention in 1936 and a t Group meetings of
the New York Chapter in 1937. Although the
final total of usable returns reached only 51,
the coverage for each library was sufficiently
intensive t o warrant analysis. A conservative
estimate of answers tabulated would be 30,000.
To show the source of returns, the following
table gives the number of libraries in each field:

.

No. of
Libraries
Field
Cooperaling
Art, architecture, muaic. ..........
6
Economics and business. ..........
10
Journalism .......................
2
Law ............................
4
Medical and dental. ..............
4
Sociology and education .........
6
Scientific and technical.
17

...........
Total ......................... 51

I n order t o preserve consistency in interpretation, and t o afford one person a sufficiently
broad view of the whole range of answers, the
final tabulation was made by one person,
the Chairman. For the present results of the
comparison and interpretation of replies,
therefore, he alone is responsible.
Apart from defects which may have arisen
from the use of this method, the questions as to
representativeness of the sample and the cfficiency of the device used to secure data, the
questionnaire, must be faced. Geographically
the 25 institutions from which returns were
received are fairly well distributed in different
sections of the country.' The nature and size
of these institutions also are varied; and the
fields covered, and organizational set-ups as
well, seem t o present a reasonably good picture
of the whole. Whether, of course, the proporQueatlona were derlved by a committee from the N e w
York ChdcQuestlonnalre, wlth theadvice of Miss Lmda H.
Morley, the complier.
See list of coaperatlng Ilbrarla.
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tions of the different elements are quite true is
not verifiable from our present knowledge.
For the purpose of analyzing and comparing
special libraries in institutions of higher education, to discover what the situation is, and
not what it should be, the present group seems
adequate.
Limitations of the questionnaire as a device
for securing infornration are never SO apparent
as after the returns are examined. Among the
principal weaknesses that are apt to appear
are: whether there were too many or too few
questions, whether the emphasis was placed
where i t should have been, and whether the
questions were really as clear as one thought
them to be. Regarding the first, the failure of
some librarians to return answers, and of others
t o complete each section, showed too great
wealth rather than pauciFy of questions. Less
information on Quarters and Equipment, and
more on Personnel would have been desirable.
Lack of clarity was apparent where obviously
incorrect answers were the rule rather than the
exception. I n spite of the above weaknesses,
present t o only a minor degree, the questionnaire produced a wealth of information, and
received a fair amount of praise. Had it been
possible t o carry on extensive correspondence
t o supplement the data obtained, most of the
above defects might have been remedied

Collegiate 7 libraries on the whole seem to
have a closer administrative relationship with
the school than with the university library.
Although only 19 are reported as being operated as a department of the school, of the 28
libraries t h a t are under the direction of the
university librarian, 12 are departmental.
T h a t the university librarian, however, has a
hand in the administration of such units is apparent from the fact that 19 of the librarians
are subordinate to him; and 12, both to him
and to a faculty committee; while 14 are responsible only t o a library committee. Thus in
31 of the 45 cases he has a degree of direction.
Because the size of the unit might have some
7 "Colledatc" 1s used throughout in the aense of profcsuonal achml.
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relation to the degree of dependence on one or
the other administrative group, it should be
pointed out that over 90 per cent of the libraries included in this survey rank as to volumes,
attendance, and size of staff in the upper half
of all the libraries of their respective institutions. In several other respects the position of
the departmental or collegiate library is made
clear. In 21 instances purchasing is carried on
through the university library; in 14, by the
'departmental. For that reason the evil of
duplication, of, a t least, of the unwarranted
sort, is minimized: 4 libraries report none and
26 report that there is very little. The degree to
which the departmental library handles its
own cataloging also is an indication: 28 libraries ieport central cataloging, while only 14
report departmental. A further fact is that in
the majority of cases the university librarian
shares in the appointment of assistants: in 9
instances he appoints directly; in 6, in consultation with the dean or director, or library
committee, and in the 13 libraries where the
departmental librarian appoints, the university librarian about half the time approves
selections. Although 19 libraries are operated
as a department of the school, the dean or
director appoints assistants in only 8. Finally,
further evidence of control appears in the
extent to which income is derived from the
general library budget: 33 report income from
that source, and of the 33 only 3 show as low
as one-third or one-half of their income obtained therefrom. Of the 21 that receive appropriations from departmental funds, 13 are
dependent also on the general library budget,
thus leaving only 8 independent: of the latter.
While it is true that the university librarian
or director of libraries enjoys a large degree of
administrative control, he shares it in 12
libraries with a faculty committee, and in 14
is subordinate to such committee. Such a situation exists particularly in collegiate libraries.
The problems involved in the administrative
relationships of departmental and collegiate'
libraries are by no means solved in existing
circumstances. Some advance has been made
since the appearance of the A.L.A. survey and
the Works study,' but the condition of the
a American Library A d a t l o n . "A mumy of llbrarla in
the Unltcd Staten." Chicago, 1 9 2 6 2 7 . 4 vob.
Worlrr. Gaor- A." C o l l e ~and univcnlty U b r w probk"
Chic-.
AmcrlcDn Ubnrp. Arodntion, 1927.
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libraries themselves is evidence of the need for
closer d p e r a t i o n between the director of
libraries, representing with the departmental
librarian, professional interests, and the department or school, representing the subject
and teaching interests.
Another factor that complicates the situation is the poorly defined or greatly limited
powers of the university librarian. I t has been
pointed out that:
As a matter of fact, the implication or tenor of
many sututes is that the office of librarian is more
to carry out orders than to formulate plans or to
determine policies. Too often such phrases M
"duties that the president may aseign," or "to
cany out such policies as the committee may
decide upon," or to "have overnight of the library
under the direction of the committee (or president)," appear. Vaguenew of thin sort exists even
when the more important functions are mentioned.'

Between the struggle of the librarian to Becure
definite mntrol through statutory powers of
all library facilities, against the administrative
encroachments of the faculty and officers, and
the controversy in library circlea over the place
of the departmental unit in the organization,
the position of the departmental library has
been made difficult. Some of the evils ascribed
to the system are due t o the above circumstances, for insufficient book funds, cramped
quarters, and inadequate staff are traceable to
shortsighted (or enforced) economy on the part
of the university librarian, or to a failure on the
part of the faculty or officers to understand
the function of a library.

The physical condition of the libraries is in
many instances highly unsatisfactory: space
and equipment are insufficient, lighting and
ventilation poor, and the general arrangement
unsuitable for greatest efficiency. In the first
place, the median square footage of space
occupied is 2,500, representing not much more
than one large room to house stacks, tables and
chairs, and work space for the staff. Seven
libraries, in fact, report between 1,001 and
2,000 square feet. One point that seems to be
"Shtatow powm d the h a d of a c
o
w or unlvudty
U b m . " [An U ~ P U ~~ p~ e Ir . I1 ~
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overlooked by administrators in planning
quarters is that because subject fields overlap
and interest in a given subject is wider than a
particular school or department, the possible
use of a given library is much greater than that
estimated on the basis of school or subject
registration. The following table illustrates the
number of libraries serving different groups.
Although the number served within the group,
and the intensity of service would vary with
the diierent types of libraries, the directions
from which demands must be met is fairly well
indicated :

No. of
Library S m
Libraries
Officere and employzea..
36
23
In connection with work.
On all subjecta..
17
Entirestudent body (for the subject covered). ........................... 42
Faculty of achwl or department. ..... 46
Graduate students
42
Alumni
39
Selective student group. ............. 31
Research workers. .................. 41
Persona by correspondence. .......... 30
Persona unaffiliated with univ.. ....... 28
General public. ..................... 21
[Total libraries reporting: 461

.............
..........
..................

.................
............................

Because much of the equipment must be
concentrated within a very limited space, there
are insufficient seats to take care of peak
periods of demand. Of the 43 libraries reporting, 52 per cent have 80 seats or less, while only
37 per cent have over 101 seats or more. The
median number of seats for all libraries is 66.
In connection with this f a d it must be noted
that the library is used as a reading room on an
average of 275 man hours per day, that 60 per
cent of the staff's day is devoted to reference
and circulation, and that in many cases the
routine work as well must be performed within
the same room. Under such conditions tables
seating 10 or 12 readers, such as are used in
many of the libraries, are impracticable, both
for the comfort of the reader and for the
maintenance of quiet.
Other factors that give rise to serious problems are the housing of the library and physical
arrangement. One of the difficulties lies in the
location of quarters within the departmental
building. Although some of the librarians report such a condition satisfactory, poseibly on
7
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the grounds of convenience of access for faculty
and students, most of them feel the need of
greater provision for expansion, and of quarters that were designed functionally for a
library. Of the 38 that report location in the
departmental building, only 8 consider the
conditions satisfactory; of the 7 in the university library building, one reports conditions
unsatisfactory. Two libraries are in separate
buildings. With space thus limited, open
shelves are the rule: 38 of the 43 libraries have
them. Book losses range from 3 to 150, the
average for all groups being 13 a year:
Average
Book Losses
pn Year

Libraries
Art, architecture, music. ..........
Economics and business ..........
Journalism .......................
Law. ............................
Sociology and education. ..........
Scientific and technical.

...........

15
43
15
23

39
27

Other problems connected with quarters are
the use of library rooms for seminar classes,
unsatisfactory lighting, difficulty of supervision, need for staff room, workroom separate
from reading room, and conference and typewriter room for students, presence of faculty
offices with access through the library, and the
general inconvenience of arrangement necessitated by the size and shape of the room.
Equipment shows a great variety which
cannot be wholly explained by the varying
requirements of the libraries. Wood shelving
alone is used by only 14 of the 46 libraries;
metal, by 21; and both, by 15. What is most
surprising is that 13 libraries have non-adjustable shelving, and 6 have sectional bookcases.
Outside of 7 instances in which the shelves were
made by Library Bureau, and 5 by Snead and
3 by Art Metal, the equipment was manufactured by smaller or local concerns, or by the
carpenter shop (8 instances). For current
periodicals 29 of the 46 libraries use the
same type of shelves as for books. Ten of
the others use some form of the magazine
display rack; others use a special table, cubby
holes with doors, and a separate case with
flat shelves.
Card cabinets on the whole seem to be more
uniform: all 47 of the libraries use the standard
for 3" x 5" cards, but in addition 10 use other
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sizes, ranging from 3" x 6" to 5'' x 8" for special purposes. Only 3 of the 8 using metal
cabinets employ them exclusively, and of those
3 one reports the type unsatisfactory. Library
Bureau seems to be the preferred manufacturer in about 55 per cent of the cases, others
being Yawman & Erbe, Shaw Walker, Gaylord, and Globe Wernicke.
For the preservation and organization o f .
miscellaneous printed materials, all 49 of the

reporting libraries use vertical files: 28 use
metal; 21, wood; 7 use both; 22 have legal
size; 22, correspondence size; 9, both. The
manufacturers found most satisfactory were
Library Bureau (7), Yawman & Erbe (3), Art
Metal (3), Shaw Walker (2), Berger, Globe
Wernicke, Macey and Wagemaker (1 each).
Files are not, however, the only type of equipment used for occasional material. It may be
interesting to show the use of other sorts:

No. of
Equipment
Reporting Libraries
Pamphlet binders. . . . . . . . . . .
42
Makes:
Gaylord ...............
Local. ..................
Library Bureau. .........
Strapflex. ..............
C & C Grip . . . . . . . . . .

Pamphlet boxes.. ............
Makcs:
Library Bureau. ........
Gaylord ..............
Schultz-Ill. Str. . . . . . . . . .
Wrn. A. Church.. ........
F. H. Ulick . . . . . . . . . .
7 othcrs.. ...............

43

...........

42

Loose-leaf bindera.

Types:
Ring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Spring. ................
Bar ...................
String . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Post . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Using
32

Not Using
10

Salkfactory
22

No1 Satisfactory
1

10
3
2
2
2

1 each

10
8
3
3
2

The principal advantages of the pamphlet
binder as reported are that it protects the
pamphlet, that it can be shelved better with
books, and that i t is easy t o use; the disadvantages are that the binding disintegrates,
the pamphlets are not held securely, the backs
are too narrow to mark, and they are too expensive. The advantages of pamphlet boxes as
set forth are mainly that they are convenient
and that they keep periodical issues and other
like materials together; the disadvantages are
that the contents get dusty, the boxes are
awkward, expensive, and easily broken, the
material sags and is apt to be lost or stolen.
Another method of keeping loose materials in
order, the loose-leaf binder, is employed for
accession records (I), mimeographed sheets

(4), services (9), periodicals (6),and dissertations (1).
Although 7 of the 11 users of visible filing
equipment consider it an economy, 31 do not
have i t a t all. Where it is used it serves for
pictures, lantern slides, records of persons who
owe fines, records of periodicals and services,
and borrowers' cards. Its advantages lie in
permitting quick checking and ready consultation. Of the various makes, Kardex ranks first,
with 7 users, Van Dorn, G. S. Maler, and Acme
tubes have 1 each.
There seems to be little use also of photographic equipment: only 15 of the 42 report
the presence of either photostat or films, and of
those 15, 13 have photostat; 3, films; and 1,
lantern slides. Seven report equipment in the
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central library, and 2 have the work done out- special stamp with the name and address of
side the university. Here again there is a lack the library. I t is very easy, of course, to multiof equipment, projection especially, that would ply the number of stamps beyond the point a t
open up possibilities of a much wider field of which their value as time-savers declines. I n
specialized literature for the departments that any event, i t would be worth while to go over
those in use from time to time to see whether
could most benefit by it.
Rubber stamps - time-savers if they can be any can be eliminated, or whether there is some
readily found-exist in great number and way by which their ugliness can be lessened,
variety. To classify the types for various divi- for the reaction of patrons even to such minute
sions of work: accessioning, cataloging, circu- details should be considered.
Among the problems arising from quarters
lation, and correspondence, there are 11 sorts
in the first division, the main ones being the and equipment those most frequently menname of the library, date, special collections or tioned relate to provision for expansion, adefunds, and special location. In cataloging 7 are quacy of equipment, and housing and equipused: location, special collection, type of ma- ment planned primarily for library use. The
terial, "see reference," "in process" or "in treatment of special types of material also
progress" or "in bindery," L. C. stamp, and offers ~ersistent difficulties: clippings, unserial records. In loan work also 7 are used: bound newspapers, maps, atlases, and overdate, type of material (reserved, etc.), length sized books of plates. As most of the major
of loan, and overdue warnings being the main problems have already been discussed above or
ones. For correspondence there are personal in great detail in other library literature, it is
names, of the librarian and of the faculty, and a unnecessary to review them here.
(To be continued)

On to Baltimore
By Laura A. Woodward, Conference Committee Chairman

IN

J U S T two months you will b e packing your bags preparatory t o boarding
a bus, boat, plane or train for Baltimore.
And, during those two months, Baltimoreans will be busy a s bees with Iast
minute preparations for your arrival.
Each d a y brings us a step nearer t o t h e
completion of a program which is being
built around t h e theme " Mobilization
of Knowledge."
Kathryn Peoples, librarian, CarnegieIllinois Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh,
will coordinate t h e work of the beginners
and consultants for the Beginners' Clinic.
T h e subjects tentatively decided upon
a n d which deal with t h e policies of the
library a r e t h e "Functions of t h e librarian ;is she a research worker o r reference
worker? " ;"Salaries"; "Standards " ; a n d
"Budgets."
At the Problems Clinic, which will be

conducted b y Lucille Keck, First VicePresident of Special Libraries Association and librarian of the Joint Reference
Library, Chicago, there will be a discussion of practical matters such as bibliography, cataloging, indexes, newspaper
clippings, source lists, etc. Mrs. Keck
has secured a number of very excellent
speakers, a n d the organization of the
work of t h e Clinic is well under way.
Participants of both the Beginners'
Clinic a n d the Problems Clinic have been
chosen from all Chapters and Groups
- another effort t o mobilize forces.
Two speakers have been secured f o r
the Saturday morning program on the
work of foundations and corporation
research departments in relation t o
"Mobilization of Knowledge." Mr. Kenneth Condit, of t h e National Industrial
Conference Board, New York City, a n d

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
Executive Assistant t o Dr. Jordan,
President of the Board, will speak a n
some phases of the Monopoly Inquiry.
Dr. James Hunt, Public Relations Department, E. I. d u Pont de Nemours
and Company, Wilmington, will talk on
the contributions of the du Pont Company in the field of scientific research.
Other speakers will be added to this
program later.
Group programs are in such a tentative state a t present that specific information cannot be given, b u t there are some
very promising plans being considered.
The program of exhibits for this conference will be somewhat different from
that of ~reviousconferences. The Committee will experiment with the idea of
making the Association exhibit itself.
To that end, each Chapter, Group, and
Committee has been requested t o send
us come display material descriptive of
its activities, programs, plans, publications, achievements, growth, etc. The
Exhibit Committee will undertake t o
assemble and mount all these materials
and to make of them one large composite
picture of S.L.A.
"Mobilization of Knowledge " will be
illustrated by various scientific, industrial, and commercial exhibits. For these,
the Committee has asked for cooperation
of the leading firms and other institutions in Baltimore.
Washington Day, May 25, promises
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t o be a n interesting and constructive
part of the conference. Mr. F. Stirling
Wilson, Chairman of the Washington
Day Committee, has secured the use of
the Department of Commerce Auditorium for the exhibit of government
publications and works of independent
associations and corporations. This whibit is being prepared under the direction of Miss Adelaide Hasse, Research
Consultant, Works Progress Administration.
Luncheon a t the Washington Hotel
has been scheduled, and the members of
the District of Columbia Library Association will join us a t that time. Special
Libraries Association headquarters will
be maintained a t "The Washington"
during the day and evening for the
convenience of our delegates.
As this article ia being written there
is in preparation a WASHINGTON
DAY
QUESTIONNAIREthat will be mailed
with The Baltimore Nms-Letferon March
10. If you plan t o attend the conference
and have not returned the questionnaire,
will you please fill i t out and send it, a t
once, t o the committee chairman named?
The Committee is anxious to make advance arrangements for guides, where
necessary; for transportation t o buildings where possible; and if more time is
needed for visiting, to arrange t o have
libraries kept open after the official
closing time.

Important Books of the Year
A Symposium by Correspondence
(Cmclu&d) '

An insurance librarian writes
One of the most recent developments of interest to the life insurance world is the very
popular hospitalization plan. Two books of
interest concerning this subject are H o s @ ~
Care Insurance, by C.RufusRorem, which is a
historical and critical analysis of the plan, and

the Cost of Adequok Medical Care, by Bradbury, which gives definite figures for the cost
of operations, doctors' fees, etc.
book is Hedllh Insurance, by ~ ~
This is called the next step in social security
and, while health insurance is not exactly in
the fore yet, the book is worth reading for ite
probable future interest.

~
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Several new books have appeared on the
selling of life insurance. The book Here's How
is particularly good. I t is full of practical ideas
and written with a fresh point of view that
makes the book one of the best of its kind.
Sign Here is a small book on life insurance
selling and, although it contains nothing very
new, nevertheless it is still a good book in that
field. I t might be well to mention here Tested
Sentences Thut Sen, by Wheeler. I t is on selling
in general, not life insurance in particular, but
has been popular with life insurance men. The
author's idea is that one way of phrasing a suggestion makes the prospective buyer decide not
to buy; by more fortunate phrasing the salesman can implant the idea of purchase rather
than refusal to buy.
Two books have appeared on subjects which
have been rather neglected. The first is Sludy
OutJim of Accident and Health Insurance, by
Soper. This gives a comprehensive treatment
of the subject of accident and health insurance
in all its branches. The second book is The

Handling of Personal Acc&nt Claims As It
Reflccts on a Comflany's Public Relalions, by

them. The booklet lists the most important
purposes for which life insurance is purcliased
and shows how to make sure that the right
settlement option is chosen to fulfill this
purpose.
Another book, which has been of great interest t o US, is the book entitled Your Will and
What Not lo Do About It. Strictly speaking, i t
is not on insurance, of course, as the title implies, but it is so closely allied with insurance
and moreover gives several chapters on the use
of insurance that it has been very useful t o
insurance men. The book is written in a bright
and humorous style which does not, however,
detract from the seriousnessof what the author
says. The illustrations also add quite a little.
The book tells exactly what can be done in a
will and what cannot be done. I t gives very
practical pointers on everything connected
with the making of a will, where it should b e
kept, how and where to have it executed, etc.
I t also discusses trusts, estates, taxes and, of
course, as I have said, it gives a definite place
to insurance. -Helen D. Herbll, Connecticui

General Lqe Insurance Company.

Hood. This is an interesting discussion of the
A naval research librarian writes
home office side of handling insurance claims.
In serving research workers for the Navy,
Both of these last two books are welcome because each is good and each is in a field in books of importance in all branches of physical
which there is a scarcity of material on these and chemical sciences, as well as those of
general interest to all scientists, must be conrespective subjects.
A small pamphlet entitled Life Insurance sidered.
Among the reference books found particuAccount{ng, by Burns, has been very well received. Its purpose is to make the bookkeeping larly useful are the new edition of Amricon
and accounting work of life insurance com- Men of Science, the Handbook of Chemistry and
panies more understandable. I t is primarily Physics, 22nd edition, and all of the Wiley
Handbook series, of which Number 3 apfor those in insurance offices.
The Life Insurance Conlract, by Horne & peared in 1938. For general reading BridgMansfield, is one of the most important con- man's Intelligen~Individual and Society, Eliot's
tributions of the year. Concerned with the The Ramjwrts We Wakhed and Thompson'c
clauses in the life insurance contract, it is Take Her Down have been much in demand.
necessarily of legal nature but is not written Also in a more or less general class are a few
for lawyers, and it is not technical. This is the aircraft books: the Aircraft Yearbook, Jane's
first text to be devoted entirely to life insurance All the World's Aircraft and Rosendahl's
laws and the analysis of a life insurance policy What About the Airship?
In the field of physics I wish especially t o
contract itself.
The Diamond Life Bulletins have pub- mention Strong's Procedures in ExpGrimcnCol
lished a small booklet entitled Seltlemcnl Physics. Time spent in its study will be more
Oplions. This booklet describes the various than repaid. Others of interest to the physicist
plans by which the insured may make certain are Alpheus Smith's &mtrof Physbcs; Einthat the proceeds of his life insurance are best stein and Infeld's Evolution of Physics; Hoag's
euited to the purposes for which he intends Ek&m and Nuckar Physics; Kennard's
7

*
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Kinetic Theory of Gases; Jean's Sciertce and
hiusic; Dushman's Elements of Quantum
Afecharrics; Whittaker's Treatise on the Analytical Dynamics of Parlicles and Rigid Bodies,
4th edition; Massey's Negative Ions, and WienHarms Handbuch der Experimenlalphysik,
Band 26; Astrophysik.
In radio the most important publications are
still in the periodical literature. However,
each year more books by dependable authors
appear. This year saw the publication of the
third edition of Keen's Wireless Direction
Finding, to my knowledge the only book
available on this subject. Its publication has
been impatiently awaited, and now that it
is here it fully justifies the anticipation. I t is far
better than the earlier editions. Its copious
bibliography also adds much to its value. The
Radio Amateur Handbook, published annually
by the American Radio Relay League, is in
constant demand. I understand that the 1939
edition is now ready, and we expect ours daily.
Although not published this year, Terman's
Radio Engineering, 2nd edition, is still the
standard text. I n addition we have found
Deeley's Electrotytic Capacitors, Fink's Engineering Electronics, Brown's Radio Frequency
Measurements, 2nd edition, and Zinke's
IIochfrequenzmesslecLnikmost useful.
We are delighted to have the third edition
of Neblette's Photography, Principles and
Practice.
In optics Lewis's Spectrosco& i n Science and
Industry has been very useful, as have also
Lange's Phofoelements and Their Application
and Maloff and Epstein's Electron Optics in
Television.
A few important recent books devoted t o
metallurgy are A.S.M.E. and A.S.T.M.'s
Compilation of Available High Temperature
Creep Charac&rislics of Metals and Alloys;
Jones' Principles of Powder Mehllurgy; McKeown and Ward's Elastic Properties of NonFerrozis Metals and Alloys: Collected Data;
Hedvall's Reaktionsjahigkeit Fester Stoffe;
Vilella's Metdographic Technique for Steel,
and Auwer's Magnetische und Elektrische
Eigenschaflen des Eisens und Seiner Legierzmgen.
Books on chemistry are more numerous, so
I shall mention only a few. Of first importance
is, without question, the publication of the
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Third Decennial Index of Chemical Abstracts,
covering the years 1927 to 1936. I believe all
librarians serving chemists will heave a sigh
of relief when the last volume appears and all
are bound and placed on the shelf for general
use. Valuable also are additional volumes of
the already e+sting Handbuchs and Dictionaries, including Grignard's T r a i b dc Chimze
Organipue, Volume 8,, Parts 1 and 2. A few
others which I shall mention briefly are Dunston's four-volume work on the Science of
Petroleum; Feigl's Qualihtive Analysis By
Spot Tests (1937); Gregory and Stevens'
Chemical Analysis of Metals and Alloys; Arthur
and Smith's Semi-Mzcro Qualitative Analysis;
Wilkinson's Calculations i n Quantitalive Chemical Analysis; Stillman's Crystal Chemislry, and
Gilman's Organic Chemistry, in two volumes.
Among books on miscellaneous subjects I
wish to mention the A.S.H.V.E.'s Heating,
Venlilating and Air Conditioning Guide, 1938;
Pye's Internal Combustion Engines; Justi'a
Spesifiscke Warme Enthalpie, Entropic und
Technischsr Gase; Law's Electrical Measurcments, 2nd edition; Brilish Plasiics Yearbook,
and the very excellent work of Lewis and von
Elbe, Combuslion, Flames and Explosions of
Gases. The General Electric Review has published a series of papers by Kron on The A###cation of Tensors to Rotating Electrical Machinery, of which Parts 1 to 16 now appear as a
bound volume. Workers in high vacuum will
be interested in Littmann's GetfLrstofe und
Ihre Anwendung i n &r Hochvakuumlechnik.
One which we have ordered, but which I have
not yet seen, sounds very promising; that is
Soule'a Library Guidafor the Chemist.
In conclusion I should like to mention one
which has created quite a stir of interest,
especially among the amateur gardeners; that
is Ellis and Swancy's Soilless Growth of Plants.
-Ruth H. Hooker. Naval Research Laboratory.

A librarian of a social agency writes
A list of recent "most useful and interesting
books" dealing with the blind will of necessity
always be a short one. In general, most references to the blind will be found in the extensive
and constantly growing literature which cover
all of the handicapped classes. Until recently,
the general commercial publisher has not considered books dealing exclusively with the
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blind a good business risk. The American Foundation for the Blind, therefore, has made
publishing of professional literature one of its
main activities. I am mentioning here five
volumes published by this organization to
meet the needs of the worker for the blind as
well as the general public.
What of the Blind? a Survey of the Development and Scope of Present-Day Work with the
Blind, edited by Helga Lende. This book is a
collection of nineteen papers by various authors designed to present in one volume the
experiences and opinions of leaders in their
special field. The material is grouped under
nine main headings: General Survey, Causes
and Prevention of Blindness, The Blind Preschool Child, Education of the Young Blind,
Psychology of the Blind, Social Adjustment of
the Adult Blind, Volunteer Work with the
Blind, Reading and Recreation, and Sources
for Research.
Vocalions for the Visually Handicapped; a
Study of the Need for Vocational Guidance in
Residential Schools for the Blind, by Louise
Wilber, Ed.D. The writer traces the attitude
of the public toward the blind from preChristian times to the present, cites numerous
examples of blind persons successful in various
vocational fields, reports on a study of fifty
sightless students and their vocational aims,
and offers a plan for effective vocational
guidance in schools for the blind.
The Conquest of Blindness: an Autobiographical Review by Henry Randolph Latimer. A
blind executive tells the story of his life and at
the same time outlines the development of
work with the blind in this country for the last
fifty years. The views presented in the book reflect the author's own personality, and opinions, as well as the atmosphere of his times.

Directory of Aclivilies for the Blind i n the
United States and C a d , compiled by Ruth
Elizabeth Wilcox and Helga Lende. This is the
third edition of a directory of activities for the
blind which includes organizations for the prevention of blindness and sight-saving classes.
It gives the correct name and address and the
name of the executive of practically every
important agency for the blind in the United
States and Canada, together with other pertinent information regarding such agencies.
Directory of Periodrcals of Specid Inieresl to
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the BWnd, compiled by Helga Lende. Acompilation of informational data regarding 271
periodicals published in twenty-eight countries of the world. -Helga Zmdc, American
Foundation for the Blind.

A public business librarian writes
Special libraries are primarily reference
libraries, so that any new reference tools are of
prime importance. A new edition of Who's Who
i n Commerce and Industry appeared, broadening its scope to include the business men of the
world, instead of limiting it to United States
and Canada as in the first edition. In connection with this edition is issued also an Infcrnational Business Direclory, which serves as a
geographical index listing biographies by
country and city. A new reference book of
special interest in textile manufacturing
communities is the American WooJ Handbook.
The new edition of the Ilalion-American Who's
Who is representative and without political
bias, and most of its biographies may not be
found in Who's Who in America. Thomas
Gibson has taken over Keane's InstitutiomZ
Holdhgs, bringing out the first edition since
1935. Poor's Publishing Company, this year,
also expanded its annual on insurance company
holdings, so as t o include institutional holdings,
and changed the title to Poor's Insurance
Company and Inslitutional Holdings. Weinstein, The BankruPlcy Law of 1938; Chandler
Act, published by the National Association of
Credit Men, is useful in interpretation of an
important new federal law.
Perhaps since these notes on books for the
general business library come this year from
New England, i t will be pardonable to include
two or three titles of new reference books of
special interest in this section. We have been
glad that a long-promised new edition of
Nichols' Taxation is Massachusetts was published. The first revision of Who's Who in New
Engknd since 1916 also made its appearance.
The Hall Publishing Company, under the
auspices of the New England Council, brought
out a new edition of New England Manufacturers. We venture the rather challenging statement that no other state or section has a directory of its manufacturersof equal informational
value; for, in addition to a geographical section
and a classed section, the main alphabetial
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section gives the officials and directors of these
companies.
Since the advent of the present adminisGation, new services have sprung up like mushrooms covering each new law of wide social
control. This year the additional law which
has called forth new services is the Copeland
Food and Drug Act. Both Prentice Hall and
Commerce Clearing House have a Food, Drugs
and Cosmetics Sem'ce. Commerce Clearing
House has something new in tax s e ~ c e in
s its
Canadian Income T a x Service. A service which
covers a new field is the American O m e
Machines Research Service, not entirely complete, as new sections are to be added, but
covering a field in which current information
is important.
The books in a public business library which
are intended for perusal rather than reference
divide themselves into two main broad classes:
1. Those practical texts which help us to be
more effective workers in whatever line of
occupation may be ours. I t is natural in these
times of unemployment that much attention is
given to books and pamphlets on how to
choose and get a job in the first place. Among
these some titles worth mentioning are Lockhart, M y Vocation; Thompson and Wise, W e
Are Forty and W e Did Get Jobs; Stevenson,
How the Fashion World Works; Fit Yoursev
for a Fashion Future; Norcross, Getting a Job i n
Aviation; Uzzell, Writing As a Career; Collins,
Money-making Hobbies; Leuck, Fields of Wo'rk
for Women, 3d ed.; Nall, New Occupations for
Youth; and Margolis, Turn Your Humor into
Money. Additional vocations have been added
to the series Careers, brought out by the Institute of Vocational Research, bringing the number of pamphIets to eighty-seven. The NYA of
Illinois has a series covering some rather
unusual occupations. Three books deal with
the radio as a new source of livelihood: Hayes
and Gardner, Both Sides of the Microphone;
Nagler, Writing for Radio, and Whipple, How
to Write for Radio.
We have become consumer-conscious and
many books are designed to help the consumer
be a more efficient buyer; among these are:
Cole, The Consumer-Buyer and the Market;
Babson, Consumer Proleclion; Lazo and Bletz,
Who Gels Your Food Dollar; and Woodward,
It's A n Art.
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Other texts of some special value in their
fields are: Andrews, Labor Laws i n A d o n ;
Donaldson, Business Organization and Procedure; Halsey, How T o Be a Leader; Hotchkiss,
Milestones of Marketing; Williams, Theory of
Investment Value; Wiseman, Before You Sign
the Advertising Check.
2. The second group of books essential to a
public business library are those more popular
books whose function is to broaden the viewpoint of the business man beyond his own job,
and help him to see the part he must play in
this changing world, if it is to change for the
better. I t is no wonder that many of these
books this year have had the theme of democracy or of some of the substitutes which are
being tried out across the seas. Some important titles are: Agar, Pursuit of Happiness;
Baggs, W e r e Does America Go from Here?;
Counts, The Prospects of American Democracy;
Coyle, The American Way; Frank, Save America First; Kolnai, The W a r Against the West;
Mann, The Coming Victory of Democracy; Tead,
The Case for Democracy and Its Meaning for
Modern Lqe.
Other titles which have aroused general
interest are: Arnold, Folklore of CapituEsm;
Beals, America South; Beard, A History of thc
Businessman; two books by the Brookings
Institution, The Income Structure of Llre United
Stales, by Leven, and Industrial Price Policies
and Economic Progress, by Nourse and Drury ;
Childs: This I s Democracy; Collective Bargaining i n Scandinavia; Cowling, Cooperation i n
America; Daniels, A Southerner Discwers the
South; Houser, Wlmt People Want from Business; Levinson, Labor On the March; Moulton,
Fznancml Organization and the Economic System; Reed, Health Insurance; Ihe Next Step i n
Social Securily; Scherman, The Promises Men
Live By; Seldes, Your Money and Your Life;
Thomas, Sociahsm on the Defensive; and
Waldron and Borkin, Tcleuision. Mary Watkins Dietrichson, Kirstein Buszness Branch,
Boston Public Library.

-

A newspaper librarian writes
We have found the five-volume set of Public
Papers and addresses of Franklin D. Roosevelt
extremely helpful in our frequent searches for
particular sayings of the President. The period
covered in these volumes is from 1928 down to
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the beginning of 1937. Topical tables and complete indexes are provided, so that the most
recent expressions of opinion on any important
topic may be found without difficulty, and it is
also possible to follow a single subject through
as, for example, agriculture or foreign policy.
A unique feature is the inclusion of the reports
of many press conferences, a recognition of the
importance of the Fourth Estate, never before
given. The informal nature of these meetings is
reproduced in the give and take of correspondents and President.
The introduction to Volume I, The Genesis of
the N m Deal, asserts the main objectives of the
present administration, very clearly envisioned
while Mr. Roosevelt was Governor. Volume I1
covers 1933 and is called the Year of Crisis;
Volume 111, 1934,The Aduance of Recovery and
Reform; Volume IV, 1935, The Court Disapproves, and Volume V , 1936, The People Ap-

prwe. - Caroiyn S. Falfcrmayer, Philaddphia
Record.

The public relations librarian reports
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tained numerous articles of more or less value.
An outstanding pioneer is Profibk Publu
Relations, by Bronson Batchelor.
The study of chain stores leads the serious
student to economic treatises on distribution
and consumption. One breakdown of the cost
of distribution is set forth in Who Gels Your
Food Dollar, by Hector Lazo, Executive VicePresident of the Cdpera tive Food Distributors
of America. This book is mitten in simple
language, but based on scientific research, and
illustrated with pictographs and tables which
take up various foodsseparately. Consumption
in Our Sociely is a practically conceived textbook on consumption as the science of choice
and use, by Elizabeth Ellis Hoyt, Professor of
Economics at Iowa State College. I t is an
excellent summary of consumers' problems related to production and distribution.
Chain stores have been beset with taxes and
regulatory acts in recent years, and there is
constant need for interpretation and listing of
these laws. The first source of information
which occurs to the librarian familiar with
this subject is the looseleaf service from the
Institute of Distribution, Retuilers Manual of
Taxes and Regtilolions. The new 1938 edition
has recently arrived. This book contains tables
by states showing chain store taxes, fair trade
acts, unfair practices acts and other regulations
affecting the retailer.
Another book which promises to become a
desk book is the carefully edited and welldocumented publication of Commerce Clearing
House, Trade Practice and Price Iaw; Federal,
by John W . Norwood. This is a helpful explanation of the Sherman Act, Clayton Act,
Federal Trade Commission Act, RobinsonPatman Act and the Miller-Tydings Amendment. The texts of the acts are included in the
appendix.
Much light on one of the newest and most
confusing of these acts is found, in Business

In such progressive fields as chain stores
and public relations there are few books published which are useful to the specialist.
However, 1938 has brought forth at least one
definitive volume, The Chain Sfore Problem,
by Professors Theodore N. Beckman and
Herman C. Nolen of Ohio State University.
This unbiased statement of the differences
between chain and independent stores finds
both advantages and disadvantages in the
chain, but concludes that much harm results
from discriminatory taxation of chains.
Two new bulletins of the Bureau of Business
Research of the Graduate School of Business
Administration at Harvard University, which
add to a valuable series, are Operating Results
of Department and Specialty Slorcs tn 1937, by
Carl N. Schmalz, and Expenses and Profits of
Limited Price. Variety Chuins in 1937, by and the Robinson-Patman Law; a Symposium,
edited by Benjamin Werne. This collection of
Stanley F. Teele.
The Colorado Store License Law, published notable magazine articles and speechesincludes
by The Colorado Chain Store Association, interpretations by such leaders of various
contains many facts about chain stores gath- angles of the industry as Wheeler Sammons,
former Research Director at the Institute of
ered from governmental and other sources.
Since the science of public relations is in its Distribution; Paul T. Cherington of Cheringinfancy, there are few worth-while books on ton & Roper; Arthur Robert Burns, Assistant
the subject, but 1938 magazines have con- Professor of Economics a t Columbia Univer-
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sity; Edwin B. George of Dun & Bradstreet's;
Hector Lazo; and Malcolm P. McNair,
Professor of Marketing a t Harvard University.
The literature of economics bulges with
treatises on prices, but two of the 1938 books
are of particular interest. T h e Brookings Institution study, Industrial Price Policies and
Economic Progress, by Edwin G. Nourse and
Horace B. Drury, is an important one for
those who wish to keep u p with the latest
advances in economic thought. The theory of
"dynamic price making" deals with the manufacturing of items a t the price and in the
number which the manufacturers have discovered to be the capacity of the consumers.
Price and Price Policies, by Hamilton Walton and associates, is a study of the way in
which various industries, such as the automobile industry, the tire industry, the gasoline
industry, the dress, whiskey and milk industries, set their prices. But i t does more than
that in analyzing the politics behind these
industries.
Probably the most readable book received
in our library this year belongs in the field of
advertising. It's an Art, by Helen Woodward,
describes some of the activities of our company and so is of particular interest. -Alberta
E. Fish, Brown and Company.

The librarian of an art museum
writes
Worth-while books devoted to all periods
and typcs of art have been numerous during
1938. Those here given cover a wide field and
are but a selection from many of equal interest.
Among those of lasting reference value are
a number in the field of painting. McCurdy's
reissue of Leonardo da Vinci's Notebooks is the
most complcte and scholarly edition in English,
and a brief glance a t the preface will tempt the
ordinary reader to bury himself in the two
large volumes. Mr. McCurdy has devoted
twentyfive years to the study of 5,000 pages
of manuscript which, as he says, are an inexhaustible quarry for the study of any phase of
the "man who did a few works of art most
divinely well and who took all knowledge as
his province, and that in his individual
achievement symbolizes the diversity of an
epoch as fully as can be said of any man a t
any period in the world's history." Early in
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1939,the Leonardo's Literary Works is promised from the Oxford University Press. Dr.
Jean Paul Richter, who laid the foundation
for the systematic study of the master by his
edition of 1883 (long out of print), has revised
and added important new material. The volumes have been completed since his death in
1937 by his daughter, Irma A. Richter.
The completion of the critical catalogue of
the works of Dirrer will be welcomed both by
scholars and lovers of this ever popular sixteenth-century German artist.
Hobbema, the prolific seventeenth-century
Dutch landscapist, has been elaborately documented and illustrated by Broulhiet, thus
supplying needed material for the analysis of
this artist's works and those of his many
imitators.
Copley's American Portraits, by Parker and
Wheeler, is a most useful addition to our
knowledge of this man who depicted so many
well-known characters of colonial times.
Financed by the Boston Museum and the
American Council of Learned Societies, this
catalogue is valuable not only for the scholarly
notes and bibliographies of each painting, but
also for the biographical information supplied
concerning the sitters. Each portrait is illustrated.
The demand for reasonably priced, wellillustrated art monographs is met by the issues
of the Hyperion Press, Paris, brought out in
translation by the French and European Publications, Inc., New York, on EI Greco, Bruegel,
Degas, Renoir, Manet, and many others. A
similar series is published by the Oxford University Press (Phaidon edition) on the Impressionists, The Renaissance, Van Gogh, Art
withoub Efioch, 500 Self-Portraits, etc. A series
on Masterpieces of French Painting, with fuller
text, and all color illustrations of superior
quality, is being published by Albert Skira,
Paris, 1934-8, with an English edition by A.
Zwemmer.
There is a revival of interest a t present in the
baroque art of Italy, Austria, Germany, and
Spain; the elaborate, ornate style which flourished there during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. After a long period of neglect,
the magnificence of the ecclesiastical and
secular buildings, the charm of the gardens
make a strong appeal to the taste of today,
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representing a s they do the period of Haydn
and Mozart. Sacheverell Sitwell writes in a n
agreeable style of Germon Baroque Sculpture,
and his earlier volumes on German and Spanish
Baroque Archilecture will be found most useful
and interesting. R o m n Baroque Art has been
fully treated in an elaborately illustrated work
by T. H. Fokker.
An authoritative volume by Ludwig Curtius, the Director of Deutschen Archieologischen Instituts in Rome, covers the history
of the Greek Art from the archaic period
through the fourth century. The 600 excellent
illustrations and color plates of superior quality will be of special value, regardless of t h e
German text.
T h e notable exhibition of Oriental Art, t o
be held a t the San Francisco Exposition, will
add further t o the interest in this subject, already stimulated by the great Burlington
House exhibition of Chinese Art in 1935, and
t h a t of Japanese Art held a t the Boston
Museum in 1936. One of the most delightful
books resulting from the London show was the
Chinese Eye, by Chiang Yee. Chinese Calligraphy, by the same author, is an introduction
for t h e layman t o one of the most fascinating
and least understood aspects of Chinese Art.
The author explains how writing is a fundamental element in all forms of his country's
art, and the part which calligraphy plays i n
the everyday life of its people, thus serving as
a n introduction to the elaborate History of
Later Chinese Painting, by Siren. This work,
continuing the author's earlier volume o n
Early Chinese Painting, 1933, begins with t h e
Yuan period and comes down to the middle
of t h e nineteenth century, listing over seven
hundred artists. The bibliographies and lists
of paintings and over 300 beautiful reproductions make this an invaluable reference list.
The text is far from being a dull catalogue of
names, but contains amusing accounts of the
individual painters as well as critical comments
on their works. Siren has written many books
on Chinese Art including Chinese Paintings i?z
American Colleclions, Paris, 1928, and a History of h r l y Chinese Art, London, 1929-1930.
After the World War, important European
collections of engravings and etchings were
dispersed and have found their way to Arnerica. The many exhibitions of such prints, in
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our prints in our public and private galleries,
point t o the growing interest and appreciation
of them b y a larger public. Arthur Hind,
Keeper of Prints and Drawings a t the British
Museum, has issued the first installment of his
monumental work on Early Italian Engravings.
The volume of plates, with one of accompanying notes and historical introduction, make this
the most valuable source on the subject. The
author hopes t o complete the publication in
about five years. His numerous books are
indispcnsable for the study of the collections
and the history of the graphic arts.
Libraries wishmg to strengthen their collection of good modern designs for furniture and
interiors should examine the series of exfellent
plates illustrating the Paris International Exposition of 1937. Ensembles Mobiliers appeared
in 1938. Other useful issues covered glass,
lighting, and decorative sculpture. All these
are published by C. Moreau, Paris.
Hand embroidery remains a living art in
the midst of this mechanical age. Therefore,
many will find absorbing interest in the great
work by Cl~risticon English Medieval Embroidery. T o quote from his preface: "A vast
quantity of work never equalled in design,
technique, or quality of materials employed
was produced throughout Europe In England
the a r t of needlework attained such notable
perfection t h a t its masterpieces challenged
it
comparison with the finest paintings
was everywhere sought after." "The great
period" covered roughly the hundred years
between 1250 and 1350, and barely one hundred pieces now exist. The author gives detailed description of the design, technique,
and characteristics of each piece with historical
notes and clear reproductions.
Sclholletle, by Mrs. Jackson, treats of " a
slender art, yet eloquent1' in a charming
manner. I n her Hislory of Silhouettrs, published in 1911, the author gave account of 242
artists, and the list has now grown to 800. AII
available facts about their work, publishers,
engravers, or collectors are arranged in convenient dictionary form. The history of the
subject is traced from the ornamental silhouette of cutwork, used in the Islamic puppet
shows of the eleventh-thirteenth century in
Egypt, t o the present-day portraits of the
Prince of Wales and of the former President,

.. .
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Herbert Hoover. England excelled in this art
as in that of miniature in the eighteenth century. In the more than one hundred illustrations, all types and periods are represented,
while the details of methods of work and
technique are clearly explained. There are
chapters on china, glass, and jewellery box
decorations, on fakes and forgeries. Although
the fragile records have largely been lost or
perished with their owners, -luckily collec'tions are to be found in museums and in the
discovery of the albums of duplicates preserved by the artists, -they are a valuable
commentary on the social history of the
period. -Etheldred Abbot, Ryerson Library,
Art Inslituk of Chicago.

The librarian of a health library
write8
It is quite a task to compress into 700 words
a review of the publications on health subjects
issued in 1938. What shall be the basis of
selection?Just important books? Immediately
the questions arise: important, why or to
whom? One guess is as good as another.
In the general field of public health there is
the revision of the rural and city appraisal
forms by the Committee on Administrative
Practice of the American Public Health h c i atidn, An Apfmisal. Form for Local Health
Work. J. S. Chambers' T h Conquest of Chokra
is interesting reading despite the title. Another
book is Paul De Rruif's The Fight for Life.
Since the important report by the League of
Nations Committee on Nutrition in 1936, the
attention of health workers has been focused
on that subject. So Jacob Buckstein's Eot and
Keep Fit; L. F. Cooper and others' Nutrition
in Health and Disease, 7th edition, and I?. L.
Harris and R. A. Henderson's Foods: Thcir
Nutritive, EGonomic and Social Values, are all
of interest and fill various needs. Lulu Graves
and C. W. Taber's A Didonary of Food and
Nuiritwn will prove a valuable reference book
for librarians as well as physicians and nurses.
Health education is always a fertile field, and
this year has been no exception. The following
books, while some are in textbook style, contain valuable suggestions: W. W. Bauer,
Heulth, H y g h and Hooey; H. L. Conrad and
J. F. Meister, Teaching Procedures in Health
Education; C. A. Greenleaf and R. E. Grout,
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EoduutMI of o Rural School Health Educutwn
Project; M . M. Hussey, Teaching for Health;
J. B. Nash, Teachable Mommrls: A New Approach lo Health; H. N . Smith and H. L. Coops,
Physical and Health Education.
Another subject of current and growing interest is health insurance. The report of the
Technical Committee on Medical Care of the
Interdepartmental Committee to Cdrdinate
Health and Welfare Activities issued this year
The Need for a National Health
their report
Progr~m-which caused much discussion. D.
W. Orr and J. W. Orr's Health Insurance with
Medical Care was added to the growing list of
books on this vital subject.
A few of the books on the more personal side
of health are the new twentieth edition of
Irving Fisher, How to Live, in which Haven
Emerson has taken the place of E. L. Fiske as
joint author; E. F. Van Buskirk, Principles of
Healthful Living, and R. von Euhlenberg
Wiener, FeatjulJy and Wondetfully Modc.
Two subjects which are closely related to
public health are social hygiene and mental
hygiene. For social hygiene there are D. D.
Bromley and F. H. Britten, Youth and Sex;
Logan Clendening, h e and HapPitlcss (there
is some question as to the authorship of this
book as it was published under the pseudonym
of I. M. Hotep) ; G. W. Corner, Atloining Manhood: A Doctor Talks to Boys About Sex; Clarita
de Forceville, Marriages Are Made at IIome;
The Good Housekeeping Marriage Book; E. H.
Hale, Step by SSlefi in Sex Edpcatim; W . B.
Long and J. A. Goldberg, editors, Handbook on
Social Hygiene; N. A. Nelson and G. L. Crain,
Syphilis, Gonorrhea and the Public Health; and
Bell Wiley, So You're Going to Get Married.
For books on mental hygiene mention should
be made of: C. A. Aldrich and M. M. Aldrich,
Babies Are Human Beings; A. H.Arlitt, The
Adolescent; C. S. Bluemel, The Troubled Mind;
J. E. Davis, Play and Menhl Heallh; Sigmund
Freud, The Basic Writings; Arnold Gesell and
Helen Thompson, Psychology of Grmuth; W .
Healy, Personality i n Formation and Action;
K. A. Menninger, Man Against Himself; J. I.
Russell, Occupational Trcalmenf of Mental
Illness; W. C. Ryan, Mental H e d h Through
Education; Mandel Sherman, Mental Con&&
and Personality; and E. K. Wickman, Teachers
and Behamor Problmnr.

-
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To end the list with some books which do not
seem to fit into any of the other classes there
are: L. B. Chenoweth and W. F. Machle,
Industrial Hygiene; Dorothy Deming, Penny
Marsh, in fiction form a vocational guidance
book on public health nursing, H. R. Edwards,
Tuberculosis C h i c Manuul; J . H . Kenyon,
Healthy Babies arc Hafifiy Babies, revised edition; F. T. Merrill, Marihuuna; J. A. Myers,
Tuberculosis Among Children and Young
Adults, second edition, with slight change in
title; and E. A. Strecker and F.T. Chambers,
Jr., Alcohol, One Man's Meat.
This is a brief attempt to do justice to a subject that all librarians should be interested in.
If a pet title was omitted there is the opportunity to write to the editor and advertise the
book. -Isabel L. Towner, Nationol Health
Library.

A librarian of a bureau of power and
light writes
Snows of the Sierras and waters of the Colorado form the source of electric energy serving
the city of Los Angeles. Thus the generation
of hydroelectric power, transmitting it over
long, semiarid distances, together with the
distribution and utilization of this energy
comprise the main subjects considered in book
purchases.
"White gold" is the southwestern name for
water, where almost every drop is measured
and treasured. Rainfall and weather cycles,
stream flow, behavior of water in all its forms
must be studied. Hydraulic Slrudures, by
Arnim Schoklitsch, is an outstanding contribution and comprehensive survey of the subject,
hydraulics, and its varied applications. Being
a translation, European practices are featured
and references are to foreign periodicals. Consultation of the two volumes saves searching
in periodical indexes. Rainfall and Tree Growth
i n the Great Basin, by Ernst Antevs, studies
the rainfall of the past to predict rainfall in the
future. Large dams and reservoirs are necessary in the West, and the publications of the
U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, reporting the
results of extensive investigation, are always
on our "must have" list. The 1938 publications
include: Dams and Control Works, Bouldcr
Canyon Project Final Reports; Part V , Bulletin
11, Slob Andogy Expcrimls; Part VI, Bulle-
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tin I, Mode1 Studies of Spillways; Part V I ,
Bulletin 11, Model Studics of Penstocks and
Octlet Works. Two new editions of standard
texts, F. C. Lea's Hydraulics, and the Textbook of Applied Hydraulics, by Herbert Addison, along with Fluid Mechanics for Hydraulic
Engineers, by Hunter Rouse, have aided in
bringing this subject up to date.
Publications devoted to the progress and
improvements in the design of long transmission lines and power systems have been numerous. After thirteen years a new edition of
Eleckric Power Transmission, by L. F. Woodruff, is a welcome addidon. References and
problems a t the end of chapters suggest further
study. Lightriing is responsible for 73 per cent
of the interruptions on high voltage lines, according to Lightning Proof Transmission Lines,
Edison Electric Institute (Publication F6).
Publications of this Institute are desirable because, as a rule, they deal with actual practice rather than theory. Other 1938 studies in
this held include: D e s i p of Switchhouses jor
Generating Slations and Transmission Subslalions (Publication FS), Condudor Sags and
Tensions for Rural Lines (Publication F9),
Inductive Codrdination of Rural Povrcr and
Telcfihone Systems (Publication F6).
Transformer design and performance are
studied constant1y by engineers and manu facturers. Transformer Engineering, by B . F .
Blume, is our most popular book of the year.
In this field, too, the Edison Electric Institute
has two fine studies: Distribution Transformr
Load Churacteristics (Publication F3), and Economkal Distribution Transformer Lwding
(Publication F7).
Power system stability is important in reliable service. Several new contributions in the
field of electric currents and circuits are noteworthy: Ekclric Power Circuits: Theory and
Afiplications, Volume 2, by Otto G. Dahl, has
been awaited for ten years since the publication
of Volume 1. E. A. Loew issued a second edition of Direct and Alternating Currents. R. M .
Kerchner and G. P. Corcoran have published
Alternating Current Circuits. Transient Electric
Currents, by H . H. Skilling, treats this phenomena as encountered in practical engineering
and "serves the needs of both brief and more
intensive study." The fifth edition of Ekctricd
Engineering: Theory and Charac~'sficsof
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Electrical Circuits and Machinery, by C. V .
Christie, and Elcctrkal Measurements, second
edition, by Frank A. Laws, are splendid, wellliked texts.
Load building is highly important to electric
utilities. Two publications of particular interest
to western utilities in developing commercial
load are: Electrifialion of Oil Refineries, Edison
Electric Institute (Publication Fll), and the
Federal Power Commission's recent study of
Power Rcguiremcnts in EJectrochemical, Ekctromehllurgkd and Allied Industries. Possibilities
in the domestic field are tremendous. A new,
intriguing title, Slaves by the Billion, by Silas
Bent, tells the story of the revolutionary effect
the use of electric appliances has had on the
home. Predictions for the future are amazing.
Appliunce Selling Today, published by Business News Publishing Company, Detroit, is
a distinctive and much needed book. Air conditioning offers a large market for use of electricity, and publications are many. Engineers
have used Trane Air Conditioning Manual continually since its purchase. Air Conditioning
Furnaces and UnitHeaters, by J. Ralph Dalzell,
has been popular, too. The saturation point for
electric water heaters is low, and literature
scarce. Test SpeciJitations, Automatic EJectric
Storage Water Heaters (Publication Fa), from
the Edison Electric Institute, helps fill a noticeable need. Electric kitchens are dreams coming
true. If anyone needs to be "sold on the idea,"
Electric Range Sales Letters, by E. A. Schilling,
will help. Modern Kitchens and How to Plan
Them is an attractive booklet issued by the
Modern Kitchen Bureau. Electric refrigeration
is more or less taken for granted, but refrigerators change constantly. The Refrrgeralion and
Air Conditioning Directory, 1938, published
by Business News Publishing Co., aids in
keeping up to date. Household Electric Refrigeration, by John Wostrel and John G. Praetz,
discusses different makes and systems. Bibliographical references scattered throughout the
second edition of Handbook of Refrigerating
Engineering, by W. R. Woolrich, assistant in
reference work.
Literature on the management of electric
utilities is somewhat scarce, particularly the
commercial side. Two titles, Credils and Colleci h s , third edition, by T. H. Beckman, and
the new Brookings Institution study, Public
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Personnel Problems, by Lewis Meriam, offer
discussion on some of management problems.
An electric utility needs material on many
engineering and economic subjects in addition
to electric engineering. Many excellent books
appeared during 1938, but this note has been
limited t o those in the field of electric engiFrances Davis, Bureau of Power
neering.
and Light, Los AngeZes.

-

The librarian of an architectural
library writes
Until the last few years it has been almost
impossible to find adequate photographs and
measured drawings of homes and public buildings built in the early days of America. However, since the restoration of Williamsburg and
the work of Historic American Buildings Survey, there has come an awareness of the need
for recording this material before i t is too late.
The contributions this year have portrayed the
South with its own particular charm. Nnu
Orleans and Its Environs, the Domestk Architccture, 1727-1870, by Ricciuti, pictures graphically the exteriors and interiors of some
of the homes, with measured drawings of
details.
Phntations of the Carohm Lau Country, by
Stoney, pictures the land of old, live oak trees,
dripping with Spanish moss. Estates, enjoyed
previously by the fortunate traveller in his
automobile, are here shown in large photographs and measured drawings for the armchair traveller. Stanley F.Horn has given us a
picture of Andrew Jackson's home in Thc Hermitage-Home of Old Hickory. The second volume of &eat Georgion Houses of America, that
splendid set published for the benefit of the
New York Architects' Emergency Committee,
appeared late in 1937. At least half of this
volume deals with houses in Louisiana, North
Carolina, Virginia and Maryland.
The Federal Writers' Project, with its American Guide Series, has ferreted out history and
other interesting data concerning small towns,
once important centers, now just crossroads,
as well as more recent information of considerable value. This information is being compiled
in State Guides. The Viking Press and Houghton Mifflin are sharing the publishing of these,
about a dozen of which have already appeared.
Guides of some larger cities and towns of his-
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toric interest are also being published, usually
by local publishing houses.
A new catalogue has just been released of the
records of photographs and measured drawings
done by the Historic American Buildings
Survey. The records are in the Library of Congress. The catalogue can be secured from the
Superintendent of Documents for 50 cents.
Two important books on glass are of particular interest, since that material is being so
extensively used for structural, as well as
decorative, purposes. McGrath and Frost's
Glass i n Archiiecture and Decoralion is a veritable encyclopedia of the subject, giving valuable, historical, technical and decorative information. There is an important glossary of
glazing terms. Eberlein and Hubbard's Glass
in Modcrn Consiruction has many illustrations
of contemporary buildings using glass.
For those fortunate people planning to build
a house, there is Rogers' Plan Your House to
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Suit Yourself. Charts to be filled out showing
the needs of the family as a whole, then as
individuals, assist the architect in planning
into the house, from the first, those things
which are vital to the everyday happiness of
the particular family.
When bleak winter skies make summer a n d
gardens seem very remote, there are two
charming books which will help to bring them
closer for a time. Dorothy Graham's Chinese
Gardens Gardens of the Contemflorary Scene
fills a need for information about those lovely
gems, Chinese gardens. I t is depressing to
think, however, that many of the lovely scenea
pictured have probably been destroyed by the
ravages of war. The contemporary scene, from
a Western point of view, is shown in Greber's
Jardins modernes, the "international style" as
applied t o the gardens of the Paris Exposition.

-

-Marion Rawls, Burnhum Library of Architeclure, Art Instituk of Chicago.

We Do This
Notes Gathered By Virginia L. Garland, Chairman
Methods Committee, Special Libraries Association

Filing of Pamphlets
The American Standards Association has
found a satisfactory solution for storing the
sale copies of standards of widely varying
sizes. I t involves a special study of the sizes
of pamphlets to be housed and the available
commercial pamphlet boxes and containers on
the market a t a reasonable price. A few
specific examples will illustrate.
(a) S.A.T.M. standards are pamphlets, approximately 6 x 9" and are filed in Library
Bureau pamphlet boxes, 4 x 7 x 10".
(b) Foreign standards in the German national standard size (DIN sheet size) are
issued by several European countries. These
are approximately 8g x 1 1 % and are kept in
boxes 4 x 9 x 12". These are made to order and
the same supplier will duplicate them in
quantities of 50 or even less, if necessary.
(c) The Federal Specifications of the U. S.
Government are small booklets about 5 x 794".
For these, small, cloth-covered cardboard
pamphlet drawers, size 6 x 8 x 12It, are available. The drawers bear the trade label, " Staco "

and may be purchased one a t a time from the
local stationer.
All of these types of boxes and drawers offer
considerable protection from dust.
The three basic types of pamphlet boxes
described above are useful for many of the
series of publications that the library must
maintain. For example Russian standards fit
into the large 4 x 9 x 12" boxes. These will also
accomrnodatc standards of the Underwriters
Laboratories and the National Electrical
Manufacturers Association. The American
Petroleum Institute standards fit into the
drawers used for Federal Specifications although slightly smaller.
At whatever time in the future the library
finds it necessary to maintain an extensive file
of pamphletsot any size not wellaccommodated
in the present series of boxes and drawers,
another size pampllle~box will be selected and
added to the series.
MRS. FLORENCE
FULLER,Lsbrarian,

American Sbnahrds Assocration Library,
New York.
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Charging Patnphlcis
Here is a simple and effective solution of the
problem of charging pamphlets, mimeographed
publications and other fugitive materials from
the vertical file, which is set up in an alphabetical subject arrangement. Each piece of
material is recorded in an accession book when
it is received and the number written on it.
When it is borrowed, the accession number is
,written on the charging slip. Since authora and
titles of such material are frequently very long,
this method saves a great deal of time.
For charging, pads of printed slips are used,
which have at the top space for the author and
title of books, the titles of periodicals, or the
accession number of pamphlets. Arranged in
double column are the names of the most frequent borrowers, with space for date opposite.
An illustration of this slip may be found in
Public Administration Libraries, A Manual of
Practice, 1934, a work of a sub-committee of
the Soda1 Service Group of Special Libraries
Association. Duplicate slips are made by using
carbon paper. One slip is filed by number,
author, or title and theduplicate by borrower's
name.
Libraricm,
Mas. LUCILEKECK,
Joint Reference Library, Chicago.
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matic machines capable of handling stiff
catalog cards efficiently, nor do the small
detachable stencils fiord the duplicating
surface necessary.
A complete explanation of this system which
has been u d satisfactorily for two years at
the Library of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh Station, may be obtained on request.
MRS. C A R O L ~W.
E FOOTE,Librarian,
U.S. Bureau of Mines, PiUsburck.

Quick Answcrs for Inquiries on Curreni B k ncss D a b
When S.L.A. published "Guides to Businem
Facts and Figures," it brought out a tool intensely umful to libraries handling many
telephone calls and quick reference questions
on current businws data. We have set up the
entire collection of publications described and
indexed in "Guides to Business Facts and
Figures" in a book case adjoining our telo
phone reference case. The different publications
are assigned the same numbers that they bear
in the pamphlet and so its index is made
doubly useful. Through this Guide our assistants are saved much time in answering innumerable reference questions.
Often we have young college and library
school people, who have not had much opporInexmsirre Melhods of Rcploducing Cotolog tunity to use our particular collections, assigned
Cards
temporarily to our staff. "Guides to Business
For an inexpensive method of reproducing Facts and Figures" has proved the perfect
catalog cards, we use a flat surface hectograph answer to many of their problems.
of the roll type such as the hand-operated
C. M ~ YBranch
,
Librarian,
MARIAN
Ditto machine. We have not found the auto- Busiruss Branch ojthc N m r R Publu Library.

Making Up the Magazine
111. The Question of Book Notes

IN

P L A N N I N G distribution of magazine space, t h e Editor has three
major divisions t o consider - one, general articles; another, Association business as covered in the President's pages,
Board meeting notes, news notes, editorials, etc.; a n d third, literature a s it
relates t o our activities. As the interests
of t h e members of t h e Special Libraries
Association cover m a n y phases, so muet
the treatment of general literature cover

a wide range. Various experiments that
have been tried t o discover the most
generally satisfactoty treatment have
resulted in a program o n these lines:

Publicutions of S#ecial I n k c s t . ThL
regular department of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES covers approximately thirty to
thirty-five books in each issue, giving
full order information and a condensed
evaluation of t h e text, stressing the
features of particular use to librariins.
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The titles are selected on the basis of the portant Books of the Year," in general
wide interests of the Association mem- modelled on the earlier symposiums.
bers, though technical books are usually Always a number are unable to spare the
omitted because of the Association's .time, but still others have cooperated
generously, as the pages of SPECIAL
sponsorship of the Technical Book R&m
LIBRARIES
bear witness. As new people
Index.
While certain publishers automatically should be approached each year, a cersend books to SPECIALLIBRARIESon tain amount of intensive study must be
publication, the majority of items cov- given the membership. The different
ered are obtained through request. The treatments and points of the contributors
list of "Latest Books Received" in the of the last five years have added variety
Sunday issue of the New York Times is t o the series, while the fact that the
scanned each week and the books that recommendations were based on exseem to touch interests of members are perience lent weight to the notes. In all,
noted so that a request for review copies 61 librarians have discussed books on
may go to the publisher. In the five various aspects of 22 different subjects
years that this department has run in and their collaboration has added to the
SPECIALLIBRARIES,
the number of pub- many pleasures of the Editor, and more
lishers welcoming the opportunity for than compensated for the work in selecthis notation has increased greatly, so tion and correspondence that each series
that about seventy-five per cent of the has entailed.
Library Magazine Articles of Interest.
books requested for review are received.
As this Editor enjoys reviewing, all but This sporadic department, suggested by
an occasional volume are covered b y a Board member, seemed a particularly
her - in various odd minutes. While sound development and the Editor added
such reading, or rather scanning, inter- i t to the list of her activities for several
feres with that of a more popular type of months. As it proved one thing more than
literature, it at least provides a most she could manage, she welcomed the
varied diet. As each issue's collection of offer of help from S. Richard Giovine of
notes is thrown together for the arbitrary the New York Herald-Tribune, and the
alphabetic arrangement, the scope of the department has profited through his
topics covered is always surprising. A interested and constructive activitv.
certain amount of editing usually has to Even so, he is able to compile this mafollow, because of the Patience Worth terial only a t irregular intervals, but
type of writing that may be developed through its even irregular appearance,
when drowsiness overcomes the reviewer. our readers have had a glimpse of profesAnnual symposium. Since the Special sional literature in many sources.
Pamphlets of all kinds drift over the
Libraries Association numbers among its
members specialists in the literature of Editor's desk and space and time to note
all fields. the Editor has felt that a n them for SPECIALLIBRARIESwould be
annual survey of the most useful publica- welcome. The most practical method
tions in some of these categories as dis- under present conditions has proved t o
covered through actual use would be im- be an occasional comprehensive article
portant and interesting. Annually early covering either a number of bibliograin November a list of twenty to thirty li- phies or a variety of other pamphlets givbrarians in different fields has been ing brief critical notes in a summary, and
compiled and a letter sent each one ask- order information in a supplementarylist.
When the Editor first assumed office
ing for a contribution to the series " Im8
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in 1934, two departments were included
that have since been dropped for lack of
sufficient interest. T h e first, "Business
Book Review Digest," was carried for
a year, while a t the same time "Publications of Special Interest" took its place
in the magazine. A survey of readers
taken in the spring of 1935 showed that
many felt the "Business Book Review
Digest" was not needed since as a review digest it could not be current and it
represented too great a devotion of space
to a limited interest. The Editor agreed
that the release of this space fopother
material would be of decided value in the
development of the magazine.
"Events and Publications," another
outgrown department, consisted of mixed
comment on pamphlets, meetings, government surveys, etc., compiled informally and without definite order
information. I t had various contributors,
but with the pressure of other work and
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lack of marked demand, the contributions gradually ceased. Due to the urging
of a few members, in 1937 the Editor
offered space for such contributions, but
again after several issues, notes for the
department failed to materialize. Material of this type is frequently noted in
"Letters to the Editor,'' and probably
such treatment is best adapted to the
general reader's interests.
In these experiments with different
kinds of treatment, the Editor has been
fortunate in having the help of many
interested members and the constructive
comment of different authorities. While
change should always be expected in a
growing organization, a t the moment the
interests of all seem t o be effectively
served through the mediums of the regularly appearing "Publications of Special
Interest," the annual symposiums, and
the intermittent printing, as advisable,
of other publication notes. M. C. M.

Letters to the Editor
On Standards and S.L.A.

I

N T H E event that any reader of the February

1939 issue of SPECIALLIBRARIES
has the idea
that the article by Mrs. Florence Fuller, ViceChairman of the Committee on Professional
Standards, is an official pronouncement of the
new Committee on Professional Standards, I
should like to make it quite clear that Mrs. Fuller
wrote this article before such a committee was
formed and did not mtend for it to be interpreted
as an official pronouncement of the Committee.
I t is in no way an expression of Committee
opin~on.
Our Committee is so new that its roster of
members is not yet complete and that it has had
only one meeting so far. Out of that came the
tentatwe acceptance by all there of Miss Morley's
definition of a speclal library * and a better realization of the wide scope t o be covered. We found,
for instance, that we would have to consider such
questions as:
1. What do we mean by standards?
2. What kind of standards do we want?
Special Librarlca, Decemkr, 1937, page 372.

3. Do we want S.L.A. t o reclassify memberships, change dues and possibly eliminate those
not actively engaged in special libraries work?
Before trying to reach any conclusion about
standards, the Committee plans to study a t great
length both our own membership and other professional organizations, as well as civil service
requirements.
The Committee needs the militant support of
every member of the Association Please send all
suggestions, ideas and recommendationa to either
Mrs. Fuller or me.
MARYP. MCLEAN,Chairman,
Committee on Projessional Standards.

Who Asked?

AT THE

beginning of the 1938-1939 season I
sent out a circular to all Institutional Members of the Association. This notice explained that
Institutional members were entitled to receive
the Duplicate Exchange lists free, ~fthey so desired. They were asked to let me know, i f they
w~shedto receive the lists. For some considerable
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time now I have been bothered by the constantly
recurring thought that one Institutional Member
who requested the lists, does not receive them.
M y circular came back with "Yes, Please," written on it in pencil, but no name was attached, and
I had thrown away the envelope before I noticed this. Would the Institutional Member, who
hae asked for the exchange lists, but who is not
receiving them, communicate with me?
BEATRICE
M. HOWELL,Chairman,
Duplicate Exchungc Committee.

scribed in the November issue of Spscrlu. LrBRARIES and in Miss Morse's letter to the Editor
in the February issue, it would seem to be a
remedy for our professional heartbreak over
"They've put someone from the organization
in charge." Also, it can furnish help to organizations which because of the nature of their organization or because of their size do not want a
librarian although definitely needing the use of
library technique. It cannot help but increase
the possibility for library employment with a
resulting increase in membership in S.L.A.; en
A Useful Reprint
route, it can d o much for publicizing S.L.A.
EPRINTS of the article, "Techniques of
Through its surveys, Chloe Morse, Inc., will
Group Leadership" by Ralph de Someri be able to guard against the "just someone" and
Childs, published in the January issue of SPE- be able to persuade executives to the absolute
C I ~ LLIBRARIES,
are available a t 10 cents a copy. necessity of "an exceptionally intelligent emROSEBOOTS,
ployee."
Employment advertisementsseekingalibrarian
Room 431, South Hall,
Columbia University, New York City. with knowledge of chemistry or a mathematician with library training are evidences of the
About "Women at Work"
fact that organizations want the appl~cationof
HE new publication date is April 1. T h e library science although another profession or
price of the book now is 50 cents. After April specialization is a prerequisite. Rather than let
1 i t will be $1.00. That combination of facts such positions dangle on the edge of space,
means one thing - send your order immadiate!y, organized library consultant services such as
t o insure getting your copy a t the lower price! I t Chloe Morse, Inc., can either bridge the time
should be addressed to New York Career Tours gap until a completely equipped librarian can be
Committee, American Woman's Club, 353 West found, or can give library guidance and advice to
57th Street, New York City.
the chemist and mathematician who else might
As you know, the Special Libraries Association start the library organization on a wrong road
has an interest in this book, not only because i t ending in chaos.
includes much of interest about our own profesBrokerage houses, many of them, do not need
sion and the outstanding women in it, but because libraries. They d o have to havestatistical dcpartwe are a member of the New York Career Tours nients. I t is essential that mater~alcoming into
Committee, publishing the book and sponsoring thcse departments be kept in order and kept up
the World's Fair Career Tours.
to date. A prevailing custom is to have from five
ROSEBOOTS,
to eight separate files for this material in place of
Rupcsenting Special Ltbrarics Association. one o r possibly two. Needless to say, after a
certain number of years nothing can be found.
Available on Request
Guidance in library methods is really all that was
SHORT, revised bibliography on the man- needed a t the beginning. Had that been given
agement of the pamphlet collection -its to an intelligent secretary, stenographer or securcataloging, arrangement, equipment, etc. - is ity analyst who was serving the other needs of the
offered gratis to librarians of public libraries, high office efficiently, the tiling could have been satisschools, colleges, and special libraries, by The factorily carried on until such time as expansion
H. W. Wilson Company, 950 University Avenue, should demand a librarian with abilities for
New York City. Requests should be made for the broader service.
"Selected List of References on the Pamphlet
fortune for S.L.A. to have trained
~t seems
File."
organizers and library consultants not limited to
A. H. ROTHE,
one organization, spreading the news of assoVertical File Service.
ciation among librarians. I believe we may be
grateful to Chloe Morse and her kind for their
Re Chloe Morse, Inc.
help. Spreading our gospel and sharing our
HLOE MORSE, INC., through its educated knowledge cart benefit all.
VIRGINIA
MEREDITH,
Librarian,
and experienced guidance, can answer a
NationaE Assooiation of Manufacturers.
definite need in business organizations. As de-
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Publications of Special Interest
Andrews, J. B. Labor laws in action.Harper, 8.Y.
1938.242 p, 83.00.

roads to safety in the mines or In the thatrea. The current
grave problem of u f e t y on the hlghway ia dectively d l c
c d . An a r c d e n t popUlsr treatment of a vltal problem.

A fine treatment nhowlng the princlplca behhd labor lam.
the orwnlzation of devartments to admlniater them. methoda for Inspeetora, prictlees here and abroad, etc. Special
c h a ~ t c rdevoted to official puhlicatlons wlth helpful dlscudon of annual reports. Clear, comprehendve and autborltative.

- gitg
OfNorthca&na
,,, ,,,,

Austin, H. Romance of candu. Harper, N. y.
1938. 234 p. 52.50.
A dmply written account of the candy Industry with
much deecrlotive and historical m a t e r d about it8 Bavora
and other components. The ughth largeat food lnduatry geta
fuU attentlon from an ardent supparter.

Tohnson. C. S. Negro
*J'

uraduate. Uni~crpress,-chapel Hill. 1938.

C 0 k W

Y' -'-'

Tablea and charta on all angles of Nevo ededuetlon and
opportunity supplement the caref~lit u t that cavern the
present problems of the Negro college graduate, the opwrtunitlee avarlable, the bockground and possible develop.
menta lor the future. Includes lenpthy bibuomphy'

johnson, C. c). ~~~~i~~practice. ~~~~i~~ ~
nical Society, Chicago. 1938. 136 p. 81.50.

~

Baker, J*
salmies Ond bonus #lam.
McGraw, B. Y. 1938.274 p. 53.50.

Another practical, a n d * handbook covering different
methodm of forging and rolling metala, Including dlagrama.
picturm of Instruments, conversion tables, etc.

A detailed atudy shomngfluctuatlonn In rates, commnaation plans for atralght &ry. d a r y with bonus, etc., trenda
from 1929 to 1932. and m a t i o n a In drfferent induatnes.
Includes many tables from dl aspects, and brbllography.

M' On lhe economic
Lange*Oskar
theory o j S O C ~ U UniverSib'
~ ~ S ~ . of Minnesota
Press, Minneapolis. 1938. 143 p. 51.75.

Beebe, Lucius. High iron. Appleton-Centuty,
N. Y. 1938.226 p. $5.00.

Two emnodata refute the u ~ u a argument
l
that sodaliam
is not workable on economlc grounds. Sclstlve blbllography included.

A book of tralm that, Is ita pictures and t a t , m l e a the
thrill of the railroading epic of this country. Includea accounts of the great fcata of road building aa well as information on cbanglng trenda in englne design Magnificent pictures of englnea pounding down made or In the yards.
Recorda of changing a t y l In
~ decoration and table w e e .
A glossw of railroad terms and a brief bibliography. For
the raliroad enthuslaat, a gold mlne. For any reader. a
thrilllng remrd.

Lidley, E. K. and B. New Deal for youth. Vlking
Press, N. Y. 1938.315 p. 53.00.
The encouraging record of the N.Y.A.In aaslsting u n d e ~

Burria-Meyer, Harold and Cole, E. C. Scenery
for the theatre. Little, Brown, Boston. 1938.
473 p. 510.00.
An amazingly complete collection of material glving job
analyser and detalled atudrur of technical oroblems. All
phaaca of theatrical tech~usuca dven careful attentron.
Short blbllography Included. Afine and practical treatment.

Chemult, L. R Puerto Rican immigrant in New
York City. Columbia Univ. Press, N. Y. 1938.
190 p. 82.25.
A study of the economic problems faced by Puerta Ricnn8
in the llrnlted podbrlitica of thelr raland and the limitlng
effectof thelr prcpsratlon for llving elacwhere. A deprccaing
plcture, nolwlthstanding the impemnal. factual approach.
Tables and c k r t a given. Gwd blbllogiaphy Included.

privileged youth to lecure more tralnmg and eduratlon to
fit them for future job. The countrywide dlstributlon of
the work and rta many phnsea a h o m throuph the t a t .
Fine illustrations and many rhtiatlcal tahlm.

Lingenfelter, M.R. Vocation in3ction. American
Library Aseoc., Chicago. 1938. 99 p. 81.25.
A well-selected, comprehendve llat of novela nlth aood.
brlef annotations. Arranged alphabetically by vocatlona
whlch range from actor to zo&ilodtt, covering mme 102
vocptlona.

Lounsberry, Elizabeth. ZePs set the table. Bunk
& Wagnalls, N. Y. 1938. 192 p. 52.50.
A wdl-llluatrated book uivlng the background of the
vaned elements in Lnble setting, ouch as brief hlabrlea of
glavl making and notea on leading dealgnem and including
many auggestlona for aultable comblmtlon of color, flowern
and tableware.

Made, Frances. Road to anywhere. Funk dc
Wagnalls, N. Y. 1938. 195 p. 81.50.

The moat aatldying nod atlmulatlng of the author'n varloua booka on careera. giving practrcd and conatructlve
advice on eecretarlal workaa an approach to other vaatlonr
Some of the prohlema of trying to carry out a h i t o r m l ~ Includ~nnmaterial on incomes, qualifications and opportunibea. Well-selected references follow each chapter.
uwditlon to capture a rare wild d m a l In the dlatant
rnountalna of Chrna and a meat deal of the adventure
Noble, L. H. and Evedll, R. B. From jorest to
enhled In the proceae, combine to make a g r a ~ h l cand
woodworker. Bruce Pub. Co., Milwaukee.
feliatoua Lale of adventure.

Harkness, Ruth. Lady and the janda. Carrick &
Evans, N. Y. 1938. 288 p. 82.50.

Holbrook, S. H. Let them live. Macmillan, N. Y.
1938. 178 p. S1.50.
The aafety work of the country ahown through dramatlc
epimden that lead up to each move from d c t y on the rail-

1938. 252 p. $1.75.
An excellent textbook covcrlng the three phase8 of foreatry and the lumber Indumtry, wood finlahe, and wood
working twla and auppliea. Good ~lludtratlons wfth amllent sketchen of twls. GIincluded.

~
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Pomerantz, S . I. New York - an American cily.
Columbia University Press, N . Y . 1938. 531 p.
15.00.
The p r o m of New York in the first twenty years after
the Rcwlutlon la ahown from the polltlcal and munldpal
finance nngle to that of uxial service and cultural develop
ment. The many footnotn and the cxtendve bibhography
Indicate the thorough atudy plven by the author. Another
of the interesting and important hiatorlcal atudies publlahtd
by the Columbla Unlvcrdty Prede.

Quindry, S. E. Practicing law. Washington Law
Book Co., Washington, D. C. 1938.567 p. U.75.

99

Stewart, B. XI. Planning and administration o j
unemployment compensation in the U. S.
Industrial Relations Counselors, Inc., N . Y .
1938.665 p. $4.00.
A volumlnoua conddmtlon of the ledslation, orgnniutlon and admldatratlon pmcedurea, including Innumerable
tablea of coah. aolariea both In general and for the varloua
states.

Taft, Robert. Photography and the American
scene. Macmillan, N . Y. 1938.546 p. 510.00.
A complete hlatory of photography in this country from
1839 to 1889, covermg the bednnmg with the daguvrotype

An appealing, comprebennivc dlacuaaion of first ateps and
lurther practices. Includes c ~ p a n d v econslderatlon of a
worklnglaw libraw. Glvea notes on comparative advantages
of independent business partnenhlp, etc. Smple, and full of
vntied notes on ucpcnence.

nnd the ateremope, on through Civil War developments.
and the great dnya of Sarony to the amateurs of 18.80.
Many Illustrat~onsIncluded, atenalve bibllographlc rsorda
and notea. An Important contribution to graphic hiatory.

Reed, L. S. Health insurance: the next step in
sbcial security. Harper, N . Y . 1938.281 p. $3.00.

Underhill, R M . First pent house dwellers of
America. J. J. Augusthe, L Y. 1938. 155 p.

A ;okprehena~ve study of the needs and problerna in
health mrvice, including much data on coata. Data on
health r m c c abroad and on different f o r m of group s e n ice here arc given. An all-important subject given detallcd
condduatlon on good factunl baela. Well documented.

Rhea, Robert. Dow's theory applied to business
and banking. Simon & Schuster, N . Y . 1938.
131 p. $2.00.

52.75.
A beautifully llluetreted and well wrltten account of the
Pueblo Indians and thelr customs, carefully d~fferentlating
between the dleerent people, the Zunl, the Hopi, the Kerea
and the Tanoada with their reapectlve arts and bellefs.
Short bibliography Included. End papers give maps of redon.

Van Sickle, C. L. Cost accounting. Harper, N . Y .
1938. 998 p. $7.50.

One of the beat known aponenta of the Dow theory of
ntock pricn condenaea and clarifies that thcory for the
average buaineea man or Investor.

Comprehendve t a t lncludlng good matulal on different
methoda in labor coat^, form for analysis of other costs and
bibliogra~hy.Clear treatment of all processes.

Ritz, Marie. Cesar Ritz, host to the world.
Lippincott, N. Y . 1938. 361 p. $3.50.

Vorse, M . H. Labor's new millions. Modem Age,
N. Y. 1938. 312 p. SO$.

A delightful record of the growth of a great hotel dlrector
and Ma InAucnce on that lnduatry. Includea many notes on
mciety Ieadera. The gbmpxa of hotel technluue and the
reaponslbllities of Its varioua factotums are illumlnatln~.

Anothtr vlvid account of the lm!xtus toward C.I.O. a8
the mafor lnbor movement giving first hand notes on the
Detroit atrikw, etc. Bibliography mcludcd.

Rolfe, R. T . Steels for tile user. Chemical Pub.
Co., N . Y . 1938. 280 p. $6.50.
Comprehendve treatment of different kinds of ateela for
various uses, with tablea,charta pnd IineIliustratlona. Based
on artlclea apucarlng in The Iron and Slul Indvrrry 19341937, and Intended to serve the practical worker in steel.

Reid, M . G. Consumer and the mmkel. Crofts,
1938. 584 p. $3.75.
A well-developed study, coverlng the many marketannlea
from the conaumer'a polnt-of-vlew, indicating mund rnethoda for mnalderatlon of the differentprohlema and ~ncluding
many chartn, much atatiatical data and comprehenalve suw
plementary referencca The eornmenU ere pertinent and fnlr
-and the arrangement l o g i d and stimulating.

Roughead, Willlam. Enjoyment of murder.
Sheridan House, N. Y . 1938.310 p. $2.50.
Careful records written with wit and ~ n e t m t i o and
n wvenng mme of the moat famous murder triala in detail.

Seldes, George. h r d s of the press. Julian Meesner, Inc., N . Y . 1938.408 p. $3.00.
A pungent, eniightedng plcture of the relation of new*
paper owners to the pohcles and practices of the press.
~howingthe fallacy, a t leaat in the author's cues, of our
daim to a free presa. Full of lncldent and wlthout henitation
In ib adverse comment.

8

*

Walker, S. H . and Sklar, Paul. Businessfinds its
voice. Harper, N . Y . 1938. 939 p. $1.25.
A moat effective discuselon of management's ofler to e l l
the buaineea idea to the publlc with dlscu~lonof the varloua
developments in radio, motion plcture dlatrlbut~on and
inatitutlonnl advertising that eerve as mediums.

Weygandt, Cornellus. Philadelphia jdkz. Appleton, N. Y. 1938. 357 p. $4.00.
A truly dellgbtlul scrits of essays on dtffereet aapects of
Phlladelphla life in the mat few deudea. The s ~ e u aAaVor
l
of that life Is given na only onewho knows it In all its fullnua
can d v e it. Such dlseerning and sympathetic books on the
American scene arc an important contnbutlon to Its undustundmg.

Whitworth, Geo5ey. Theatre in action. Studio,
N. Y. 1938. 128 p. 84.50.
The netting Is the ~ p c stmmed
t
in this 6ne mllectlon of
half tonea of playa In Amen-, England and on tile ConUnent. Indudea a good bit of dlscuauon of new developmcnta
in renery deslgn and illustrations are selected typlul of
ccrain deagners methods.

Wilder,Emeetine. Consumer credit bibliography.
PrenticeHall, N. Y. 1938. 742 p. $2.50.
Extenave list of baoka, pamphlets and periodid referenma diwded under the headlnp. of credit UIUOM.
induatrld
,
banlr., gcrmnal finance companies,rnduatrirl b ~ he(c
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Wildae, H. E. Vdey
1938. 337 p. $3.50.

Forge.

No Library Is Complete

Macmillan, I?. Y.

The engrossing story of Valley Porge told in rich detall
md gently dmarding the errora in tra&tion that have
grown up in cunnection with its Revolutionary aemuation.
The development of the Natlonal Park is deacribed and end
papera glve mava of the replan.

-

R. W. Alfred Owre dentistry's militant educator. Univ. of Minnesota Press,
Minneapolis. 1937. 331 p. $4.00.

Wilson,
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without
The New Merriam-Webster

The praph~c
and atlrnng ntory of the leader in denial educallon whose many-alded lnteresle d ~ dmuch to atreaa the
nteda of well-rounded education for hla studenta and whom
cuurale and enllghtencd teaching earned dentmtry far forward. Includes bibliography and aelectlons from hls work&

SUBSCRIPTIONS
a d sin le co hies of any AMERICAN or
F O R E I ~ N Beri~dl~aland Magazine at

rcaaonable prim.
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1. W E S T E R M A N N CO.. INC.
S O W . 48th Strsat. New Yerk

Complete sets and larger
runs of outstanding and prominent Scisntific Periodicah.

BRymt 9-5633

Accept Nothing Lese

I

I3tclblbh.d IIU

GOVERNMENT
DOCUMENTS

I

JAMES C. HOWGATE
Bwlrrdkr

190 State 9. Albmy, N. Y.

ILLUSTRATIVE
and GRAPHIC ARTS
"Arts of the Book"
LISTS ON REQUEST

ABRAMS

VAndubilt 6.3687

LOOU FOR T H I S CIRCULAR TRADE-MARK
A N D T H E " N W ' M O N O O R h M ON T H E C O V E R

INDISPENSABLE to every librarian and patron of the library for
its outstanding authority on spelling,
pronunciation, meaning, and use of
words.
0 INVALUABLE as an encyclopedic
work of reference on any subject. I t
goes far beyond the ordinary conception of a dictionary.
0 ECONOMICAL in that its tremendous scope lessens the need for
supplementary specialized reference
books; it reduces your reference
book investment.
UP TO DATE, the only dictionary
new enough to satisfy today's needs;
it is 20 years newer than any comparable dictionary, and contains
122,000 more entries than any other.
600,000 entries; thousands of new words; 12,000
terms illustrated; magnificent plates in color
and half tone; 35,000 geographical entries;
13,000 biographical entries; 200 valuable tables;
3,350 pages.

Lmk for the circular trade-murk on the cover, identifying Mmrurn-Webstn dtcfromries, which are the
only gmuinc Websfcrs. Wrrle for ilIuslratsd folder.

0

BULLEN &
299 Madison Avenue

I

Than
the "SUPREME Authority"

New York

G. & C. MERRIAM COMPANY
Springfield, Massachusetts
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